Differential evolution for protein folding optimization based on a three-dimensional AB off-lattice model.
This paper presents a differential evolution algorithm that is adapted for the protein folding optimization on a three-dimensional AB off-lattice model. The proposed algorithm is based on a self-adaptive differential evolution that improves the algorithm efficiency and reduces the number of control parameters. A mutation strategy for the fast convergence is used inside the algorithm. A temporal locality is used in order to speed up the algorithm convergence additionally and to find amino-acid conformations with the lowest free energy values. Within this mechanism a new vector is calculated when the trial vector is better than the corresponding vector from the population. This new vector is likely better than the trial vector and this accelerates convergence speed. Because of the fast convergence the algorithm has some chance to be trapped into the local optima. To mitigate this problem the algorithm includes reinitialization. The proposed algorithm was tested on amino-acid sequences that are used frequently in literature. The obtained results show that the proposed algorithm is superior to the algorithms from the literature and the obtained amino-acid sequences have significantly lower free energy values. Graphical Abstract Protein folding optimization on a three-dimensional AB off-lattice model using the differential evolution algorithm.